PROJECT MEDIA RELEASE FORM

Planet in Focus is working with schools to provide the Eco-Film Lab Program wherein students create short environmentally themed films (“Video Production”). This release is intended to provide Planet in Focus permission to screen the films in various capacities.

Title of Video:___________________________________________________________

Names of people appearing on camera: (attach list if needed)

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Teacher:__________________________  Email:_______________________________

School:___________________________  School Board:_________________________

I___________________________ (teacher’s name) have received consent for all the people that appear in the Video Production. I agree that Planet in Focus reserves the right to publicly screen all or part of the video production online, at live screening events and on any media now or to be invented, worldwide and in perpetuity.

Teacher Signature:______________________________ Date:____________________

Principal Signature:______________________________ Date:____________________